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1 – Meeting Agenda (Shown as Pacific Time)
3:45 p.m. Dial in to the conference call
1-888-282-8355
PASSCODE 13781
4:00 p.m.

Welcome and overview
Genome Browser
Interface development
Curation and outreach
POPcorn
Database
Recap and charge to the Working Group

5:00 p.m.
5:50 p.m.

Working Group Executive Session
Working Group Summarizes for MaizeGDB Team

7:00 p.m.

Optional dinner in Old Town: meet at the train station

Carolyn
Taner
Carson
Mary & Lisa
Ethy
Darwin
Carolyn

Working Group’s Role
The Working Group is tasked with evaluating MaizeGDB current status and recommending a
course of action that should be taken to insure that the MaizeGDB project tracks the trajectory of
maize research as closely as possible. The goal is to provide a timely source of data and analysis
tools that will help researchers to investigate the biology of maize, both as a research model and
as a crop.
Working Group Membership
Volker Brendel*, Mike Freeling, Owen Hoekenga, Anne-Francoise Lamblin, Thomas
Lübberstedt, Karen McGinnis, Lukas Mueller, Mihai Pop (chair), Marty Sachs*, Pat Schnable,
Anne Sylvester, and Doreen Ware.
Additions: Thomas Lübberstedt (unable to attend)

_______________
•

These close collaborators are considered ex officio members of the Working Group.
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2 – Status
Executive Summary
Since the Working Group Meeting in May of 2009, our focus on data curation has been reinvigorated
with: further development of the Maize Gene Review, literature curation based upon Editorial Board
input, the addition of Lou Butler to incorporate and improve upon M.G. Neuffer’s lesion mutant data
descriptions, and the addition of a 2/3 curator (currently vacant) to integrate CIMMYT data as well as
GRASSIUS and UniformMu resources. The MaizeGDB Genome Browser now is available in two
versions: a BAC-based browser and a newly released B73 RefGen_v1 browser. Links out to other views
are available, data including centromeres are mapped, and additional data tracks are planned. With the
Locus Lookup Tool in place and plans to show inferred centiMorgan distances within the browser,
MaizeGDB is on the cutting edge of integrating genetic information with sequence data. The POPcorn
resource has continued to develop despite our problems with recruiting a programmer. The goal of
sequenced-indexed searching is being addressed with two utilities: POPcorn BLAST, which permits
researchers to BLAST against maize sequence at multiple sites, and Sequence-Indexed Data Search,
which carries out multi-step searches of sequence-indexed data. Efforts to create a virtual server
environment are underway with anticipated full virtualization planned for Spring of 2010. The next major
endeavor will be to create a Pathway View, as outlined in the MaizeGDB Project Plan. Current plans are
to work with Gramene to further develop their implementation of MaizeCyc as a joint venture.

Personnel:
Federal
Carolyn Lawrence, research geneticist and lead scientist, USDA-ARS in Ames, IA
Taner Sen, computational biologist, USDA-ARS in Ames, IA
Carson Andorf, IT specialist (bioinformatics engineer), USDA-ARS in Ames, IA
Darwin Campbell, IT specialist (database administrator), USDA-ARS in Ames, IA
Mary Schaeffer, geneticist (curator), USDA-ARS in Columbia, MO
Lisa Harper, geneticist (curator), USDA-ARS in Albany, CA
State
Ethalinda (Ethy) Cannon, POPcorn solution/application architect, ISU in Ames, IA
Lou Butler, Program coordinator (term curator), ISU in Tucson, AZ
VACANT, POPcorn programmer, ISU in Ames, IA
VACANT, 2/3 curator, ISU – location to be determined, funds from USAID via CIMMYT and NSF via
GRASSIUS and UniformMu
Noteworthy:
Lawrence, Sen, Andorf, and Campbell were members of the group awarded the USDA-ARS Midwest
Area’s Outreach, Diversity, and Equal Opportunity Award in 2009 for Outreach to American Indians (led
by C. Lawrence and C. Gardner; funded by NSF)
Campbell was awarded the USDA-ARS Midwest Area’s Research Support Award in 2009.
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Response to May 2009 Working Group guidance
Report by Carolyn Lawrence in response to “May 2009 Guidance” (accessible online at
http://www.maizegdb.org/working_group.php)
•
•
•
•
•

•

BLAST queries to proteins are now supported.
Linkage to remote sites from the MaizeGDB Genome Browser are now in place.
Microarray probes mapped to the BAC-based Genome Browsers are in place. As other
datasets become available and are mapped to the B73 RefGen_v1 sequence, they will be
incorporated.
Comparative tools are planned, but thus far are not yet implemented. Linkages into
CoGe are being incorporated currently.
Release of RefGen_v1 has allowed for immediate data consistency. Continued use of a
particular genome assembly will be a requirement from now on. Sequence version
information soon will be more transparent and the GenBank versions of sequence data
will be noted.
Curation is taking center stage and we are evolving curation partnerships with Gramene
(MaizeCyc), CIMMYT (moving their molecular characterizations into MaizeGDB),
UniformMu, GRASSIUS and others to leverage existing resources and identify new
resources to support curational efforts.
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The MaizeGDB Genome Browser
Report by Taner Z. Sen
In continuing our efforts to develop the MaizeGDB Genome Browser, our main goal is to create a dataconsistent view by displaying genomic data mapped to the same release of the pseudomolecule sequence
(B73 RefGen_v1). To fulfill this aim, we obtained pseudomolecule-mapped data from various research
groups, integrated the new data with our database, and created new Web views.
Our biggest challenge was to encourage maize researchers to align their data to the pseudomolecule in
time for our release in November. Although the pseudomolecule sequence was available since Spring
2009, most groups were not able to map their data to the pseudomolecule before MaizeSequence.org’s
release in November. Even now, some maize data mapped previously to BACs are still not mapped to the
pseudomolecule (for example JGI’s Mo17 SNP data).
Our accomplishments can be summarized as follows:
1) We kept the pre-pseudomolecule version of the MaizeGDB Genome Browser intact. We renamed
it as the “BAC-based” browser, and created interlinks within the new pseudomolecule browser.
2) Our aim when serving the pseudomolecule-mapped data in the MaizeGDB Genome Browser was
to ensure data consistency. We therefore created tracks only for data mapped to the B73
RefGen_v1. We currently have the following data in the pseudomolecule-based genome
browser: the B73 RefGen_v1 sequence; centromere regions and anti-CENH3 ChiP data from the
Jiang/Presting groups; MAGI data from the Schnable lab; ESTs, cDNAs, and Ac/Ds from
PlantGDB; and MIPS repeats and filtered gene set from MaizeSequence.org.
3) We included outgoing links (“buttons”) at the top of the pseudomolecule-based MaizeGDB
Genome Browser to allow users to view the same genomic regions from the BAC-based context
and via the Maizesequence.org and PlantGDB resources.
4) Quality of the Filtered Gene Set from MaizeSequence.org are now shown as a color-coded track
served via DAS from PlantGDB, as is a track showing community annotations of gene structure.
In the future,
1) To assist maize cooperators to align their data to the current and future versions of a B73 genome
assembly, we are in the process of creating a BLAST service that will enable users to align large
datasets to the pseudomolecules. This BLAST service will allow nucleotide and protein queries.
2) We will integrate more data into the MaizeGDB Genome Browser in the near future:
PlantGDB’s assembly of GSSs and PUTs, UniformMu, and IBM 2008 markers aligned by the
Maize Genome Sequencing Consortium.
3) When available, new tracks will be created for the following data: Microarray probes from
PLEXdb, Mo17 indels from JGI, SNPs from Ed Buckler from the Diversity Project, SNPs from
Pat Schnable’s group, and Dana-Farber TCs from JGI.
4) Currently the browser notes how many base pairs are represented in a given screen. Soon, the
approximate number of centiMorgans also will be noted based upon stored genetic maps.
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Interface and tool development
Report by Carson Andorf
Since May of 2009, I have made changes to 193 web pages on their production site. This
includes HTML pages, record pages (pages that displays data from the MaizeGDB database),
and tool pages (e.g., Genome Browser, Locus Lookup). These changes do not include static files
such as images and documents. They changes include new pages, functionality upgrades, bug
fixes, content changes, and integration with new data.
One of the major goals of the past six months is the integration of MaizeGDB interface with the
recently released Maize B73 RefGen_v1 pseudomolecule sequence. Currently we have created
or integrated the following pages and tools with the new data:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Genome Browser
Chromosome image viewer
Locus Lookup
Locus Pair Lookup
BLAST tool
EST record pages
cDNA record pages
BAC record pages

In addition to the integration with the pseudomolecule sequence, the Locus Lookup and the
BLAST tools’ functionality have been upgraded. The Locus Lookup allows for more flexible
searching. The BLAST tool offers faster searching and additional visualization displays.
Highlights of other examples of new or modified MaizeGDB pages can be found below:
Newly characterized maize gene page: This page now displays all newly updated maize genes
sorted by the most recent updated gene. An “updated” gene is defined as a gene that has had a
recent reference, a new gene product, a new variation, or has been recently recommended by a
maize scientist.
Mo17 SNP page: This page has been upgraded to show a detailed view of the B73 and Mo17
sequence centered on a specified Mo17 SNP. This region will show any nearby insertions,
deletions, or substitutions. The user can change the region size to 81, 241, 401, or 561 base
pairs. An integrated tool will also “predict” the Mo17 sequence for the specified region.
Maize Meeting 2010 website: The Maize Meeting website has been redesigned by MaizeGDB
this year. The Missouri site and the MaizeGDB site have been consolidated and a new interface
has been added.
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MaizeGDB curation and outreach
Report by Mary Schaeffer
Community curation - via the maize gene review, sponsored by the Maize Genetics Cooperation
Newsletter, J Birchler, M Schaeffer eds. This online journal has peer review, and will be assigning DOI
accessions. See www.maizegenereview.org.
The goal is to engage community experts in providing succinct descriptions of empirically confirmed
locus functions to MaizeGDB. Authors provide one or two paragraph summaries of a gene with reference
citations and an unpublished image with a caption; information about key alleles; regulation of/by other
genes or genetic elements; gene product, function, pathways (GO terms welcome); and any other
information, e.g. paralogous loci. Each contribution counts as a reference citation in the 'maize gene
review', and 'gold stars' at MaizeGDB. Some 24 reviews have been published online, and in the 2009
print copy of the MNL Some 50 others have been promised and many of these are in process. 'In process'
includes entering genes and sequence accessions, with the reference citation. Volunteered submissions,
genes published in papers recommended by the editorial board and any newly sequenced genes take
priority in this process.
As a MaizeGDB curator, I transfer this information to MaizeGDB, along with GenBank links for each
allele, and, where possible, link each review to the genome browser using the cDNA accession.
Formatting of the journal website and links to MaizeGDB is aided by part-time graduate students in the
School of Journalism.
MNL back issues. Almost all of the past MNL, which go back to early 1930's, are being double checked
for linking to the MaizeGDB citations.
Working with MG Neuffer and Lou Butler towards updating Neuffer’s text descriptions of mutant
images at MaizeGDB and summary articles for the maize gene review.
Genetic Maps Curation
In progress.
A Consensus IBM genetic map (Schnable et al.) with some new loci and aligned to the B73 RefGen_v1
pseudomolecules.
In the future.
The only large maps on the horizon may come from the extensive SNP genotyping of the 5000 RILs from
the NAM project.
Community Outreach
Organized a new workshop, Sunday morning, Jan 10, at PAG, on Plant Phenotypes. This year speakers
represent Oryzabase, TAIR, Soybase, CGIAR, SGN, LemnaTec. The introductory remarks by Chi-Ren
Shyu will show his image lookup tool, which uses images and text from MaizeGDB, along with the Plant
Ontologies. A goal of the workshop is to discuss strategies for representing phenotype and related 'omics
data; a panel discussion is planned for last 30 minutes of the workshop.
Hosted the Plant Genome Databases Outreach Exhibit Booth at PAG 2010 meetings. This year there are
13 databases.
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Curation and outreach (continued)
Report by Lisa Harper (half time)
Literature curation: The current policy is for our five-member Editorial Board to nominate about
5 papers per month, which are curated (that is, the data is entered into MaizeGDB). The 2009
Board was: Mike Scanlon, Jane Dorweiler/Lyudmila Sidorenko, Peter Balint-Kurti, Randy
Wisser and Cliff Weil. The 44 papers entered June-Dec 2009 can be viewed at:
http://www.maizegdb.org/cgi-bin/editorial_board.cgi#
Papers are also added to MaizeGDB by request from individual researchers, and where it appears
to curators that the data will be high-impact (about 20 such papers in 2009).
Editorial Board members serve one year, and in Decemeber 2009, each nominated several
replacements. The new Board for 2010 is: Erik Vollbrecht, Pat Brown, Mario Arteaga-Vazquez,
Nick Lauter and Paula McSteen.
Phenotype curation: As of December 2009, I have received and reviewed expert help for the
revision of approximately 200 phenotypes – about 17% of all phenotypes we currently list.
These revisions are written, but not yet uploaded. To collect information from experts in the
phenotype area I contact researchers by email, phone, and in person. Each time I contact
someone, I gently explain the great benefits of having a controlled vocabulary, and I have gotten
full and enthusiastic cooperation from most everyone. As a long time researcher in the maize
community, I understand that asking maize researchers to use controlled vocabulary is
"difficult".
Tutorials and Outreach:
The tutorial movie showing caveats of the BAC-based Genome Browser was reviewed by many
people, including the Maize Sequencing Consortium, and released in June 2009. It was
generally well received and is thought to be informative based on email, verbal feedback, and
online ratings (4.5/5 stars).
A new B73 RefGen_v1 pseudomolecule-based genome browser tutorial movie is in progress and
will be released at the end of January 2010.
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Curation and outreach (continued)
Report based on the POPcorn supplement proposal authored by Lou Butler and Carolyn
Lawrence.
A one-year supplement from NSF to the POPcorn grant was requested to enhance and expand
the data in MaizeGDB for M.G. Neuffer’s (MGN’s) extensive maize mutant collection. It is well
known that maize is an excellent system for basic research based on determining gene function
through mutation, and MGN’s collections of mutants and his careful analysis of them is
unparalleled in the maize community. Documenting these treasures in MaizeGDB for others to
leverage these mutants for their own research purposes is the focus of the work described here.
The purpose of this collaboration is to 1) improve existing mutant phenotypic data for maize
mutants already posted within MaizeGDB and 2) further characterize and standardize new data
that have been recently generated so that the new mutations are consistent with the format of the
original dataset. The new mutants are a collection of approximately 200 EMS-induced dominant
mutants and a smaller collection of disease lesion mutants generated by MGN.
Much of the data to be documented already are available and simply must be added to the
MaizeGDB resource. The data are being entered by Lou Butler (LB). She prepared and entered
all the original datasets and prepared all the images for MGN’s mutants into MaizeDB and
assisted MGN in the preparation of Mutants of Maize. Because LB was already familiar with the
terms and general layout of MaizeGDB, little to no training time or direction was required. LB
has been given full curation privileges to MaizeGDB and collects data directly from MGN via
Skype in regular sessions. This allows MGN to gather manageable groups of data from original
sources in his office in Missouri, and give the information to LB (who lives in AZ) over a series
of phone sessions; she enters this information directly into MaizeGDB. After each session, she
reviews the work completed and determines whether crosslinking is necessary and maintains
communication with MaizeGDB personnel regarding progress and to make requests for technical
assistance. This arrangement allows MGN to focus on gathering, organizing, and confirming
data and images while LB focuses on entering the data appropriately into MaizeGDB.
Quality of existing mutant images is being assessed by MGN and LB as they are processed for
upload into MaizeGDB. Where image quality is determined to be inferior, new ones are being
generated. In addition, for newly discovered lesion mutants digital images are being captured
and optimized for the first time.
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POPcorn
PI: Carolyn Lawrence, Co-PI: Taner Z Sen, Solution/Application Architect: Ethy Cannon
Report by Ethy Cannon
As of December 2009 there are 71 projects and 112 resources in the searchable project database. This
database contains maize projects (funded or non-funded research efforts) and resources (online data,
tools, and/or information, typically but not always, associated with a research project). For each project
and resource we collect a short description, lists of institutions and investigators, and project funding
information. Projects and resources are tagged by one or more categories (e.g. “sequencing”, “mutation”,
“breeding”). Where applicable, resources are associated with related projects and projects with each other.
The site is available here: http://www.maizegdb.org/POPcorn/.
The goal of sequenced-indexed searching is being addressed with two utilities: POPcorn BLAST, which
permits researchers to BLAST against maize sequence at multiple sites, and Sequence-Indexed Data
Search, which carries out multi-step searches of sequence-indexed data.
As of December, 2009, POPcorn BLAST can BLAST against target sequence at MaizeGDB, PlantGDB,
GRASSIUS, and NCBI.
As of December, 2009, Sequenced-Indexed Data Search permits searching for seed stock containing a
specific mutation (Ac/Ds, UniformMu, TILLING), matching loci, phenotypes, and PlantGDB PUT
identifiers. Results contain summary information about the match and links to the original source for
more information.
An example of a sequenced-indexed data search is locating UniformMu seed stock for a given sequence:
1.
BLAST query sequence against NCBI GSS with entrez search term “UniformMu”
2.
Parse definition line to get locus name
3.
Get LOCUS record at MaizeGDB
4.
Get VARIATION records for that LOCUS at MaizeGDB
5.
Get STOCK_GENOTYPIC_VAR records for each VARIATION at MaizeGDB
6.
Get STOCK records for each STOCK_GENOTYPIC_VAR at MaizeGDB
7.
Construct links to MGC Stock Center for each stock found.
POPcorn carries out all of these steps on behalf of the researcher.
Two risks of the sequenced-based searching are obscuring the provenance of the data and a poor
interpretation of the results. To this address both concerns, POPcorn is collecting attribution and citation
information, links to collaborator sites, and short descriptions are to be displayed prominently in the
POPcorn pages. Curation pages will allow project PIs to maintain this information themselves.
Prototype versions of POPcorn BLAST and the Sequence-Indexed Data Search will be released for
community input in February 2010.
Collaborators during this period include MaizeGDB (http://maizegdb.org), PlantGDB
(http://plantgdb.org), GRASSIUS (http://GRASSIUS.org), and BioExtract (http://bioextract.org).
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Database
Reported by Darwin Campbell
Data additions in the past year have resulted in 1.7M new records with the addition of 14 new
tables supporting the needs of MaizeGDB and POPcorn development. The implementation of
the MaizeGDB Genome Browser added 20 new tables and nearly 13M records. We maintain our
weekly database backup process both locally and remotely (University of Missouri in Columbia,
MO.)
Recent focus is on the implementation of a virtual server environment. A virtual server
environment aligns with Executive Order 13423: Strengthening Federal Environmental, Energy,
and Transportation Management, sec. 2(h); sec. 3(a, and (f)) by improving energy efficiencies
and extending computer replacement lifecycles by reducing the number of physical computers
while maximizing existing hardware capacity. Virtual servers interact with each other and users
just like physical servers, without dedicating new or specific hardware to a specific purpose.
New virtual servers allow the testing of new operating systems, software patches and application
interactions with the ability to roll changes out of the testing procedure with out starting over.
After careful consideration and investigation of virtualization platforms and consultations with
IT specialists who work with an installed virtual environment, we purchased 6 core licenses of
VMware ESX 3.5 (enough for 3 servers with 2 cores per server). ESX is the physical server
operating system that supports the creation/operation of virtual servers and one instance of
vCenter Server; the VMware application that manages the physical host servers; virtual server
load balancing and high availability.
The virtual environment is made up of three identical servers; each acts as a host. Two will be in
the CGIL building and the third will be placed in another building to act as the “high
availability” server. In the event of a failure of one of the physical hosts in CGIL, vCenter
Server on the SAN device will sense the failure and activate a copy of the virtual server(s) on the
spare physical server, which will pick up the services provided by the failing host with priority
given to production virtual servers.
We plan on full implementation by the end of Spring 2010.
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5 – Topics of requested input
1. What are some reasonable ways to encourage researchers to document their use of
MaizeGDB in publications? Acknowledgements? Citations? Sending out a notice with
each large dataset shared that its use should be documented in resulting publications?
Any ideas here would be most welcome.
2. Please comment on the NSF supplement supporting Gerry Neuffer and Lou Butler. Is
this the sort of thing that should be pursued again? Is it a good mechanism for collecting
data from senior or retired members of our research community? Perhaps from active
persons who didn’t or don’t have a component in their budget to transfer data to
MaizeGDB as well?
3. MaizeGDB has evolved a paradigm of centralizing IT work (Ames) and locating curators
where a large group of maize researchers is located (Berkeley/Albany, CA; Columbia,
MO; and Tucson, AZ). Is this reasonable? Should this sort of thing be continued?
Expanded?
4. As more lines are sequenced, what sorts of data analysis will be needed? More
specifically and more urgently, what is the best way to represent the HAPMAP of maize
and what sorts of analysis tools are going to be needed? Because the human data rely on
populations, not inbreds, it is likely that their tools will not leverage this aspect of plant
breeding.
5. Please comment on our additions and improvements in curation. Have we improved the
areas of curation that were of concern to you? Are there specific areas of data curation
we should be focues on?
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3 – Appendix: peer-reviewed publications since last meeting
Published and available online at http://database.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/2009/0/bap020
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ABSTRACT
As the B73 maize genome sequencing project neared completion, MaizeGDB began an endeavor
to integrate a graphical genome browser with its existing Web interface and database. To ensure
that maize researchers would optimally benefit from the potential addition of a genome browser
to the existing MaizeGDB resource, personnel at MaizeGDB surveyed researchers’ needs.
Collected data indicate that existing genome browsers for maize were inadequate and suggested
that the implementation of a browser with quick interface and intuitive tools would meet most
researchers’ needs. Here we document the survey’s outcomes, review functionalities of available
genome browser software platforms with respect to the data collected, and offer our rationale for
having chosen the GBrowse software suite for MaizeGDB. Because the genome as represented
within the MaizeGDB Genome Browser is tied to detailed phenotypic data, molecular marker
information, available stocks, etc., the MaizeGDB Genome Browser represents a novel
mechanism by which the researchers can leverage maize sequence information toward crop
improvement directly. The MaizeGDB Genome Browser can be reached at
http://gbrowse.maizegdb.org/.
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INTRODUCTION
A genome browser is to genomic sequence data as a Web browser is to the World Wide Web:
both offer logical access to datastreams that are otherwise unintelligible. With the advent of new
DNA sequencing technologies and the availability of copious amounts of sequence-based data
from many species, genome browsers have been developed as a means for researchers to view,
interact with, search through, and display sequenced genomes as well as to compare syntenic or
similar regions of genomes among related species. Various genome browsers have been created
over the years, each with particular strengths and weaknesses. Many provide independent
solutions for integrating and visualizing sequence-based data alongside genetic and phenotypic
information.
Community resources including Model Organism Databases (e.g., TAIR(1), FlyBase(2),
etc.), Clade-Oriented Databases (e.g., Gramene(3), SGN(4), etc.), Automatic Annotation Shops
(e.g., PlantGDB(5), TIGR(6,7), etc.), and others have a responsibility to provide timely access to
sequence data well-integrated with existing traditional biological data. Determining how best to
choose genome browser software to meet the needs of its users within the context of the group’s
maintenance capabilities is a major challenge for the groups working to build and maintain these
community resources. Described here are the methodologies we used to determine which
genome browser to implement at MaizeGDB(8-10), the MOD for maize.

The need for a Genome Browser at MaizeGDB
These are exciting times for maize. Not only is it a major production crop worldwide; a reference
genome sequence for one inbred line, B73, has been released (www.maizesequence.org; (11)).
As of August 2009, the minimum tiling path included 16,910 sequenced BAC and fosmid clones

and encompassed 2.12 Gb or 93% of the 2.3 Gb-long B73 genome(12). A pre-publication
release of the B73 pseudomolecules is available through the Arizona Genomics Institute website.
(http://www2.genome.arizona.edu/genomes/maize). Other whole genome sequences soon to
become available include an ancient popcorn landrace, Palermo Toluqueño (Vielle-Calzada,
personal communication) and outputs from a project to shotgun sequence the maize inbred line
Mo17 (JGI-Joint Genome Institute). In addition, an extensive haplotype map is in progress for 27
lines of maize, enabling researchers to establish novel relations between genetic, physical, and
diversity data (13,14). Other sequence-based resources include over 2 million public ESTs
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbEST/dbEST_summary.html) and a large number of genic
sequences from gene-enriched libraries (15,16). Various research groups and consortia integrate
large portions of these data sets, each in their own way. Examples include PlantGDB ((5);
www.plantgdb.org ), the Dana Farber (http://compbio.dfci.harvard.edu/tgi/tgipage.html; Lee et al
2005), MAGI (http://magi.plantgenomics.iastate.edu/;(17)), NCBI RefSeq(18), and Uniprot
(www.unitprot.org; The UniProt Consortium 2009). Integration of the large data sets, at a single
location, with the information about the position, orientation and sequence of genes, genetic
markers, variations, and their association with phenotypic data would allow for a detailed
understanding of the maize genome within its biological context, when presented as centrally
accessible and simultaneously viewable.
At the completion of the Maize Sequencing Project, it is anticipated that genomic data
and gene models will be transferred from the Maize Genome Sequencing Consortium’s project
database MaizeSequence.org to MaizeGDB (8-10) and Gramene (3) . As a federally funded,
long-lived resource, MaizeGDB is tasked to serve the maize geneticists’ and breeders’
longitudinal data access and analysis needs. To accomplish these tasks, MaizeGDB primarily
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relies on direct participation by members of the maize community including the Maize Genetics
Executive Committee (MGEC; a group tasked to identify both the needs and the opportunities
for maize genetics and to communicate this information to the broadest possible life science
community), the MaizeGDB Working Group (a panel that offers guidance for MaizeGDB’s
continued development), and direct interaction with individual researchers from the maize
community.
Currently, MaizeGDB stores information on: loci (genes and other genetically-defined
genomic regions including QTLs), variations (alleles and other sorts of polymorphisms), stocks,
molecular markers and probes, sequences, gene product information, phenotypic images and
descriptions, metabolic pathway information, reference data, and contact information for maize
researchers. Like many other MODs (such as TAIR (1), Oryzabase (19), and Soybase (20)),
MaizeGDB incorporates and integrates newly generated genomic data into its existing database
and develops tools to help visualize genome structure, gene models, functional data, and genetic
variability. Toward this end, two groups directed MaizeGDB to evolve a more sequence-centric
paradigm: the MaizeGDB Working Group (via their 2006 guidance document; see
http://www.maizegdb.org/working_group.php) and maize principal investigators (in the 2007
Allerton Report that documents outcomes of a special two-day gathering of maize community
with a focus on “The Future of Maize Genetics Planning for the Sequenced Genome Era”; see
http://www.maizegdb.org/AllertonReport.doc). The time was right to carefully consider
implementing a genome browser as a way to integrate genomic sequence features with the
existing genetic and physical information at MaizeGDB.
At the time we began considering the implementation of a genome browser at MaizeGDB,
various other resources already represented maize genomic sequence graphically via genome
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browsers. Most notably, MaizeSequence.org, Gramene (which took down their genome browser
when MaizeSequence.org was released), PlantGDB with its maize ZmGDB browser, and the
Maize Assembled Gene Islands (MAGI) resource. A specific challenge for MaizeGDB was
whether to follow the lead of the Maize Genome Sequencing Consortium and collaborate with
that group to further develop MaizeSequence.org. This would be a very good use of funds in the
short term given that both groups could collaborate to maintain a single maize genome browser.
Another issue for consideration was the MaizeGDB team’s charge to make decisions based upon
input from the maize community as we are fortunate at MaizeGDB to be serving a cooperative
community that communicates well. Therefore, we followed the following hierarchical strategy
to gather the information needed to determine how to proceed with potentially implementing
MaizeGDB Genome Browser:
1. Should MaizeGDB make a genome browser available at all? If researchers were happy
with the existing options, implementing another resource would be a waste of time and
resources.
2. If researchers wanted MaizeGDB to implement a genome browser, we needed to know:
a. what they liked and did not like about available maize genome browsers and
b. examples of workflows they would like to be able to carry out so that we could
evaluate which software could best meet our stakeholders’ needs.
With these ideas in mind, we approached the MGEC and MaizeGDB Working Group. These
groups offered to survey the maize community on our behalf and worked with us to prepare a
survey that aims to answer questions 1, 2a, and 2b.

Materials and Methods
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Preparation of the survey
The MaizeGDB team prepared an initial draft survey, and sent it to the MaizeGDB
Working Group and the MGEC for suggestions. The updated set of questions was considered by
Dr. Patrick Armstrong in the Department of Psychology at Iowa State University who made
recommendations on, e.g., how to eliminate potential bias by improving how the questions were
worded or ordered. The final form of the survey can be found at
http://www.maizegdb.org/browser_survey/ and in the Supplementary Materials section of this
document.
In November of 2007 MaizeGDB personnel distributed via email a request by the MGEC
for all “maize cooperators” (totaling 1,241 at that time) to take a survey regarding their use of
online maize data resources with emphasis on browsing the available genome sequence. ("Maize
cooperators" are a list of maize researchers maintained at MaizeGDB made up of attendees of
maize meetings, researchers publishing frequently on maize, or people who specifically request
to be considered a maize cooperator.) Each cooperator received a randomly generated unique
key to ensure that each email recipient was only able to submit answers to the survey once.

The Number of Respondents. Among the 1,241 cooperators surveyed, 99 responded. This
number is comparable to the number of participants to the last MGEC membership election
where 234 of the 1,190 contacted cast a ballot. Because the Genome Browser Survey requested
detailed answers to the researchers’ needs and not every maize researcher would feel
knowledgeable on genome browsers, this level of response to the survey exceeded our
expectation.
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RESULTS
The raw survey results can be found in the Supplementary Material section, as well as at
http://www.maizegdb.org/browser_survey/analyze.php. Tabulated results are located at
http://www.maizegdb.org/browser_survey/analyze-tab-delimited.php.

Time Spent Accessing Maize Data Online. 37% percent of the survey takers reported that they
spend an hour or two each week online to access maize data. 39% percent spend between two
and five hours. 15% spend more than five hours online to access maize data. Only 8% of the
survey takers did not use online maize data resources.

Genome Browsers Used. 68% of the respondents reported that they use MaizeSequence.org and
66% use Gramene. A total of 76% use either MaizeSequence or Gramene. Although both sites
use Ensembl (one genome browser software option; described in the Discussion section;(21)) as
their genome browser, among the users of these websites, only a total of 35% of the all
respondents acknowledged using Ensembl. This result shows that the users may not be aware of
the underlying browser software that the various websites use.

MAGI and PlantGDB are being used by 54% of the respondents (but not always by the same
people). 42% use NCBI’s Map Viewer. As above, although 45% use TAIR, among these users,
only 31% acknowledged that they are using GBrowse (another genome browser software option;
described in the Discussion section; (22)).
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Feature Rankings. The features are sorted as follows (rankings are shown in parentheses where
a lower number indicates more support): ease of use (1.9), visuals (2.6), speed (3.2), crossspecies comparison (3.7), multiple gene selection (4.1), differentiation between computational
and experimental data (4.1), and ontologies (5.1). Clearly, the respondents want a genome
browser that allows them to find data quickly and easily.

Desired Features. We thought that the “desired features” section of the survey might be very
helpful to guide genome browser developers in the creation of new features. Survey respondents
expressed interest to reach specific data using the most intuitive tools that require short learning
time. They also reported a need for enhanced cross-referencing between different websites and
called for downloadable data sets in various formats. In short, they want the most current data
along with tools that are easy to learn and apply for their specific research needs. As expected,
respondents want the minimized hassle and effort in reaching the needed maize data.

“Bad” Genome Browser Examples. We asked the respondents about what they do not like
about the current genome browser examples in the hopes that this would give us indication as to
which browsers or options to avoid. Among 29 comments left in “Bad genome browser
examples”, 19 of them cite either MaizeSequence.org or Gramene (66%), which use Ensembl as
their genome browser. The reason might be that MaizeSequence.org or Gramene is the most used
browser for the maize cooperators (75% of the respondents uses either site), but the high
percentage of the discontent hints that real issues may lie with some features of Ensembl that
need to be addressed by its developers. The respondents usually cited the perceived slowness of
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the website as the major (and sometimes the only) problem. Another reported problem was, as
one respondent says, “many, many noninituitive steps to get information”.

Four Software Suites to Choose From
Although many genome browser software platforms exist, survey respondents were most
familiar with Ensembl, GBrowse, the NCBI Map Viewer (23), the UCSC Genome Browser (24),
and xGDB (25). Each genome browser is designed with a different focus (Table 1). Here, we
provide a short review of some of their functionalities we considered in choosing a genome
browser for MaizeGDB. Among these genome browsers, the NCBI Map Viewer is not
downloadable to local machines, so it was not considered as a choice for the MaizeGDB Genome
Browser. Because our users are extensively using the NCBI Map Viewer, however, we included
it in our review for comparison.

(Table 1 here)
Ensembl. The Ensembl browser was originally developed to manage and display genomic data
for the Ensembl project as a human genome browser (21). Its developers’ current development
focus is centered on supporting mammalian genomes. Ensembl especially shines in comparative
genomics visualization and analysis. It provides a flexible framework that displays a wide variety
of genomes (currently the Ensembl browser displays 48 genomes (21). A recent addition to
Ensembl is the new multiple alignment pipeline that passes the data through 3 different programs
(the Enredo-Pecan-Ortheus (EPO) pipeline (21,26,27) to obtain alignment results.
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Ensembl’s web interface combines many distinct, dynamically-generated views (e.g. genes,
maps, contigs) to address different needs of the researchers. The framework is also integrated
with multiple tools, including the similarity search tools BLAST and SSAHA, the retrieval
software EnsMart, and the Distributed Annotation System (DAS) framework (28,29) for sharing
and displaying distributed data sets on any publicly-available Ensembl instance (i.e., locallyinstalled software). Ensembl is designed to be portable—users with advanced programming
skills can extend or modify Ensembl code through the Ensembl API (application programming
interface), as it is a downloadable open-source package.

GBrowse. The Generic Model Organism Database Project (GMOD) (http://gmod.org) has the
mission to build tools designed to serve the needs of model organism databases. One of the
major and most popular tools developed by GMOD is the Generic Genome Browser (GBrowse)
(22), an open-source web-based framework for displaying genomic annotations and features.
Similar to other genome browsers, GBrowse allows the user to scroll and zoom within a genomic
region, search for features based on name or keyword search, and customize feature tracks. A
useful visual element in GBrowse is that each feature type can be represented by various
customizable “glyph”s, which are essentially symbols that vary in shape, color, and size to
represent genomic elements.

GBrowse was designed to be portable and extensible (i.e., its code is modifiable to add new
capabilities). A developer can modify GBrowse at the following three different layers: the
database layer, the data model layer, and the application layer. This flexibility allows the
administrator to control how the data are stored, how the data are visualized, and how the user
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interacts with the data. GBrowse is a downloadable, stand-alone, open source package and was
designed to facilitate third-party plug-ins for data analysis and visualization. Some examples
include plug-ins for calculating linkage disequilibrium, dumping data as GFF or FASTA, and
facilitating the connection between GBrowse and Galaxy (30). Gbrowse can also be integrated
with the comparative map viewer CMAP (31), the BioMart data mining system (32), and the
TextPresso text mining tool (33). Some developers have even harnessed the GBrowse
extensibility to create a web server for GBrowse that allows access without the hassle of local
installation (34). Similar to the Ensemble browser, users can upload custom data (flat files or an
URL) with ease through the DAS platform (28,29), which decentralizes data storage by allowing
the display of third-party annotations. GBrowse is used by many MODs, including TAIR (1),
WormBase (35), and Mouse Genome Informatics (MGI) (36), as well as CODs, such as SOL
Genomics Network (4).

NCBI Map viewer. As a static repository, the National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) strives to preserve the archives of large species-specific data sets for the scientific
community. Its primary mission is to keep them up-to-date, searchable, and publicly available.
NCBI accomplishes these herculean tasks in collaboration with many researchers and curators
across species. NCBI also provides a range of tools for the visualization and analysis of
genomes. Central to these tools is its genome browser, Map Viewer (23). Map Viewer is not
designed to be customizable, but it is capable of visually representing maps and genomic
elements and providing links to the webpages that include the most current and comprehensive
data about these genomic elements.
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One of the main disadvantages of Map Viewer is that it does not have the capability to be
downloaded and installed to personal servers. It is specifically designed to work under the NCBI
framework in accordance with the primary mission of serving to the public and the researchers as
a static data repository.

The UCSC Genome Browser Database. The University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC)
Genome Browser Database (24) started as part of the Human Genome Project (37) to make
newly generated human genomic sequences publicly available. Although the UCSC genome
browser remained focused on the human genome, its content over the years has extended to a
cross-comparison platform of 19 vertebrate and 21 invertebrate species(24). The UCSC browser
currently serves many tracks including evolutionary conservation track based on 28-species,
variation and disease tracks, and mammalian gene collection tracks. Plant genomes are not
included on the main UCSC site, any genome sequence, however, can be uploaded to a locallyinstalled instance of the UCSC browser. The browser is open-source; therefore customization by
developers is possible. Also, the browser allows some customization in the form of “custom
tracks” that might be uploaded to the UCSC website or to any available instance of the UCSC
genome browser using the DAS framework. Note that similar to GBrowse and Ensemble, DAS
tracks in the UCSC browser can be created temporarily on any instance that uses the DAS
framework, but these tracks will only be privately available for the user who uploads them. It is
also possible to use the DAS framework to create publicly available, permanent tracks to display
data provided by third-party servers, but this requires access and administrative privileges to the
main server that the genome browser is located.
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xGDB. The eXtensible Genome Data Broker (xGDB) (25) is the genome browser developed by
personnel working at PlantGDB (5) to facilitate their need for a system to manage, store, and
display genomic evidence for 16 green plant genomes (including the maize genome). xGDB is a
software package designed to view the outcomes of sequence analyses within a genomic context.
xGDB can be customized for various individual research tasks and analysis needs. Other
features of xGDB include search tools, online publishing, Web services, and third-party tool
integration. The browser serves data through the DAS framework.

Choosing a Genome Browser
Choosing a genome browser to address the maize community presents a challenge given that
several browsers (reviewed above) have different strengths and weaknesses. For example, one of
the most popular genome browsers, Ensembl, provides the best tools for comparative genomics.
In contrast, another popular genome browser, GBrowse, provides a wide range of tools for
MODs, yet its tool repertoire for comparative genomics is not as rich as Ensembl’s. Therefore,
determining which software best suits the needs of maize geneticists is a task that requires a
careful consideration.

Based upon results of the Genome Browser Survey, we chose GBrowse as the MaizeGDB
Genome Browser for the following reasons:
1) Because maize researchers have a wide range of research interests, we decided to
implement a genome browser that could be adapted to addresses general research
questions. UCSC, xGDB, Ensembl, and GBrowse would all fit this need.
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2) The UCSC genome browser is highly capable. However, one disadvantage of choosing it
for the MaizeGDB Genome Browser is that no plant database currently uses the UCSC
Genome Browser; TAIR, Soybase, and SOL Genomic Network (among others) use
GBrowse. The availability of developers from plant databases, as well as from other
MODs (e.g., Flybase, Mouse Genome Informatics), creates more opportunities for future
collaboration to create similar solutions to respond to common challenges related to data
integration and visualization.
3) xGDB is a downloadable open source package, but it is not in wide use yet: so far
PlantGDB is the only site that uses xGDB, and it has a limited number of developers.
4) In the “Feature ranking”, the three most desired features are chosen as: ease of use,
visuals, and speed. The survey results indicate that cooperators do not consider Ensembl
easy to use, and it is definitely perceived not as fast when compared to the other software
available. Also, the desire to have cross-species comparison capability in a genome
browser (where Ensembl shines) is only ranked 4th. Note that although not extensive as
Ensembl’s, Gbrowse has some cross-species tools already available (Synbrowse (38,39),
CMap (31), and GBrowse_syn, which is included in the GBrowse 1.70 Release).
5) As indicated in the “Indispensable features”, cooperators would like to see specific tool
development in a genome browser to enhance their research (e.g., finding genes between
two markers). Therefore, a genome browser chosen by MaizeGDB should allow high
flexibility in terms of code programming, tools development, and community
involvement. The flexibility of tool development is intrinsic feature of GBrowse that
allows customizable plug-in architecture as a community-based open source project. In
the case of Ensembl, the code development is primarily done by a group in the United
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Kingdom and ad hoc tool development is carried out by research groups for their specific
needs. Because this tool development by databases is specific to a particular Ensembl
version, the tools must be modified or re-written for each new version of Ensembl. This
creates an issue with Ensembl as it requires more manpower and funding to adapt the
code to new version of the genome browser. In the case of xGDB, the flexibility in code
development is somewhat limited. Because this browser is not widely used, the number
of independent developers working on xGDB is not comparable to the community of
GBrowse developers.
6) MaizeSequence.org already provides maize genome sequence information using
Ensembl. Providing this information using GBrowse and providing links to
MaizeSequence.org would allow researchers to access different genome browsers for
different applications and preferences. For example, when a cross-species comparison
across many clades is necessary, Ensembl provides efficient solutions; however, when it
comes to developing customizable visualization and analysis tools for maize-specific
research problems, GBrowse stands out. Offering the availability of these two browsers
to maize researchers will facilitate answering different research problems and will
enhance agricultural research overall.

Although the MaizeGDB team devoted considerable time and effort to the decision of which
genome browser to implement, we realize that the current selection of a specific genome browser
may not matter in the long-term because the accelerating technology would certainly engender
new and improved genome browsers that are not currently available to be adopted.
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Implementing GBrowse
We started implementing the GBrowse-based MaizeGDB Genome Browser (described in detail
in the MaizeGDB DATABASE paper (10) in February of 2008. We obtained maize data from
various sources, including MaizeSequence.org, PlantGDB, and MAGI. We chose 5 people for
guidance (from academia and industry in the U.S. and abroad) and 10 people for beta testing
among the cooperators who agreed at the end of the survey to be a part of the Genome Browser
implementation. The guidance and beta-testing groups provided many valuable inputs to improve
our users’ experience with the MaizeGDB Genome Browser. The MaizeGDB Genome Browser
was released in December of 2008. We are still in the process of implementing the some of the
guidance and beta testing groups’ suggestions and continually work to better integrate the
genome browser with existing data by creating new tools. One of these suggestions, provided to
us by Dr. Sarah Hake, led to the creation and implementation of one of our most used tools in
MaizeGDB: the Locus Lookup tool (40). This tool takes one or two loci as input and returns an
approximate genomic region based on known physical and genetic associations, even in the case
when the locus of interest is not yet mapped to the maize genome. The utility of the Locus
Lookup tool is apparent especially for the genomes which are in the process of being sequenced.
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